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BBC humorists have put words to a wildlife video with hysterical results. The room was quite big and comfortable. Two bbc Wild Side stars.When I owned the dog, I was convinced we could communicate with him. I thought that if I talked to him slowly and sensibly, he would somehow pull out what I was trying to say, which was usually along the lines of Please Don't Pee on the
Carpet. Turns out my dog Fineas didn't slap freely in English. It wasn't even the second language. In fact, he probably understood cat, squirrel and pigeon better than he did english. Or, just as likely, he grabbed everything I was saying and just ignored me. Why, no doubt, does he have to put on his booties to go outside when there was a perfectly good mat inside on which to ease
himself? Years of frustration may be the reason I love this tape from the BBC: A Walk on the Wild Side. BBC humorists have put words to a wildlife video with hysterical results - check it out. WhatsApp is a beast when it comes to communication. That's probably what really gave the phone calls a backseat for messaging. Now added video calls on Android to bring back more
intimate communication. The availability of WhatsApp calls was first noticed by Android police, who report that it is in beta on Android. If you have to build 2.16.318 or later, then you should be able to video call. Just remember that the person on the other end will need an updated version of the program too. As you can imagine, WhatsApp makes the process super simple, just like
its usual call service. Best Android apps: Supercharge your phone with these appsWhatsApp video calls: As video callsFirst search for a contact in the app, press the call button and select Video call. It will then launch as a FaceTime call. Otherwise, that app will let you know if the person at the other end needs to update their app. Remember when the calls first launched on
WhatsApp and it was a bit of a backward mess? Expect the same problems to clear up video calls on less stable connections. But they also expect them to be fixed as it becomes more efficient and used by more and more people. The selfie made it more acceptable to hold your phone in front of your face in public. Maybe it will make video calls the norm, just as the sci-fi movies of
the past have shown us the future will offer. If you want to get the latest WhatsApp build to update your phone, or send to a friend you want ot video chat with, then download APK here and enjoy.via AndroidPolice Android/iOS/Windows Phone: Today WhatsApp announced that video calls are coming to different apps over the next few days. WhatsApp already includes voice and
text, so the video is the obvious next choice. It should work in the same way as FaceTime, Hangouts, and various other options out there. There's no exact time or date when the video call update will be rolled out, but it should arrive in the app in the coming days. WhatsApp video calls | WhatsApp Source: Harish Jonnathadda Jonnathadda Android Central WhatsApp is now rolling
out group videos and voice chats to up to eight people on both iOS and Android. WhatsApp expanded the group, which calls for up to eight people in beta on April 21, after previously announcing support for up to four people. Now a group video and voice call for you and seven friends has been released to the general public on both iOS and Android. According to app release notes
for version 2.20.50: Group video and voice calls now support up to 8 participants. All participants must be in the latest version of WhatsApp. Visual enhancements for iOS 13 users, including an updated menu of message actions. An iOS update is available now from the App Store, and is likely to appear as an automatic update for most users. On Android, the latest version doesn't
appear to be available from the Google Play store (yet), however, according to WABetaInfo on Twitter, it's available via web download for Android: WhatsApp for Android web release allows now 8 group call participants!  - WABetaInfo (@WABetaInfo) April 27, 2020 According to MSPoweruser, if you're on Android you'll need to download WhatsApp 2.20.141 from the WhatsApp
website. In order for this to work with friends and family, they will also have to run the latest version of WhatsApp on their respective devices. Group video and voice calls are initiated through the Calls tab in the lower-left corner of the WhatsApp app. In the upper-right corner, you can select a call icon (a plus-sign phone, and in the latest version of WhatsApp, you'll see a new
group call. Just this week, WhatsApp also announced that its new rules on content forwarding have reduced highly forwarded messages by 70%, no doubt reducing the spread of fake news and hoaxes. Crying A: How does it affect my eyes? Eyes at nightHow did you become a scientist? Myths and facts about eyeOptic illusions: what is it? Perfect vision and goggles and
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